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Compliance monitoring EnC contracting parties

- Main data based on reference period 2016 semester 2 data
- Disaggregated data based on 2015 semester 2 data
- Timeliness: 2 months after the reference period (31 August 2016)
- Quality evaluation: based on erroneous data, not on updates or corrections due to missing data
Albania
(Institute of Statistics - INSTAT)

➢ Completeness:
  Gas prices industry and households: not applicable
  Electricity prices households: available
  Electricity prices industry: missing
  Disaggregated electricity price data: available (households)

➢ Quality of data
  Erroneous data reported for 2016 semester 1 (lacking qc)

➢ Timeliness
  33 days after deadline (31 August 2016)
Completeness:
Gas prices industry and households: available
Electricity prices industry and households: available
Disaggregated electricity price data: available

Quality of data
Good

Timeliness
Electricity prices: 36 days after deadline (31 August 2016)
Natural gas prices: 47 days after deadline (31 August 2016)
Kosovo*
(Statistical Agency of Kosovo)

- Completeness:
  - Gas prices industry and households: not applicable
  - Electricity prices households and industry: available
  - Disaggregated electricity price data: available

- Quality of data
  - Good

- Timeliness
  - Excellent (29 days before deadline expired)

*This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.*
Macedonia
(State Statistical Office of the Republic of Macedonia)

➢ Completeness:
  Gas prices industry: available
  Gas prices households: not applicable
  Electricity prices households and industry: available
  Disaggregated electricity price data: available

➢ Quality of data
  Erroneous data reported for 2016 semester 1 (lacking qc)

➢ Timeliness
  Good
Moldova
(National Bureau of Statistics of Moldova)

- Completeness:
  Gas prices industry and households: available
  Electricity prices industry and households: available
  Disaggregated electricity price data: available

- Quality of data
  Excellent

- Timeliness
  Excellent
Montenegro

(Statistical Office of Montenegro)

- Completeness:
  - Gas prices industry and households: not applicable
  - Electricity prices industry and households: available
  - Disaggregated electricity price data: available

- Quality of data
  - Good

- Timeliness
  - Good
Serbia
(Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia)

- **Completeness:**
  - Gas prices industry and households: available
  - Electricity prices households and industry: available
  - Disaggregated electricity price data: available

- **Quality of data**
  - Electricity: good
  - Natural gas: good

- **Timeliness**
  - Electricity: 37 days after deadline
  - Natural gas: good
Ukraine
(State Statistics Service of Ukraine)

- **Completeness:**
  - Gas prices industry and households: available
  - Electricity prices households and industry: available
  - Disaggregated electricity price data: not yet available

- **Quality of data**
  - Experimental data; not published in Eurobase

- **Timeliness**
  - not (yet) applicable
"Room for improvement"

- Timeliness needs to be improved in three countries
- Quality Control needs to be improved in two countries
- Albania to report industrial price data for electricity
- Ukraine to finalize experimental phase and provide data conform to Directive/Regulation
Thank you for your attention!
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